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which arises in a different context and proved the following results. Let i m (ili2,...,in) be a permutation of (1,2,...,n) and P denote the class of all permutations of (1,2,...,n). Further, let
(1.5)
n-a+l in-e+l for am 1,2,...,k with n >2k. Then established the inequalities
(1.17) p.1 where w are as defined in.(1.12). In the next section we establish the bounds for (1,14) and (1.15) when s is not necessarily equal to k.
We also consider determinants and traces of matrices of the type
which are natural extensions of the -xpression in (1.13) and establish bounds under very general conditions on.
X, Y, G and H. 
Note 1. If X 1 and Y are n x (n-k) and n x (n-s) matrices which are orthogonal complements of X and Y respectively, then (n-k) > (n-s) and
IX'A P A-1XI
IY;A 1 AI (2.4) .
(2.4)
and tr (PxAPyA -1 ) =(s+k-n)+tr (PY A-Px A).
(2.5)
1
The results (2.4) and (2.5) show that we need only consider the case s>k and n>s+k in proving Theorem 1. If n <s+k, then n> (n-s) + (n-k) in which case we consider the expressions on the right-hand sides of ('.4) and (2.5) and apply the same proof. Then, under the given conditions, it ts easy to verify that and X'VX -X' K 0 . Now applying Theorem 2 to the righto hand side expression of (3.19), w get. the re.cmlts of Theorem 3.
